There are varieties of profession across the Country but teaching is differing from others. So, it is a duty of each and every teacher that they have to learn much more things for their effective teaching. Teacher must derive knowledge from various sources before enter class room unless they can't stand before the students. Teacher must understand the fact and they have to keep in their mind, "today students are more clever than teachers". Therefore, teacher must have a good quality of teaching and sufficient talent not only in their subject matter but also in other areas of interest in order to attract the students in general.
INTRODUCTION
There are varieties of profession across the country. But, teaching is some way differ from others. Each and every teacher has to learn plenty of things in their day-to-day life for their effective teaching. The same was described by Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, in his literature, "a lamp can never light another lamp unless it continues to burn its own flame likewise, a teacher can never truly teach unless he / she is still learning himself / herself by reading quality books, articles, journals, magazines, publications, theses and also attending workshop, seminar and conference to observe and derive knowledge from the speech of subject experts. Besides reading various things, knowledge can be derived from other sources by means of group discussion, consulting some experts, self-thinking, self-analyze and self-realization etc. While considering the above facts, teaching can be considered as "Noble Profession" and it cannot be compromise.
Simply say some students are more clever than teachers, because the climate of the world is so fast and discoveries are also employed each and every minute offered by the gifted students in fact. In this movements, teacher can learn more things from the students as reverse.
Further it is a duty of each and every teacher that they have to make a good relationship between all sort of peoples, students, teachers, general public, parents and the Management. Recently a famous media Dinamalar has also underlined in their Trichy edition dated 10 th October 2017 vide page number:12 "Everything is possible, if teacher challenges." So, the writer of this article pays his heartiest thanks to the editor of Dinamalar for which they have put in a nice word of appreciation on teachers. So, each and every teacher has to maintain and retain the quality of teaching utmost good according to Dinamalar.
Today teachers are tomorrow educational administrators like Head Master, Principal, Dean, Registrar, Controller of Examinations, Vice-Chancellor of a University as well. Good teachers are simply loading the subject to their students in a proper way by using their skills as follows:
L T -Talented E -Openly Encourage Good Things in Publicly A -Adorable C -Charming H -Helping Tendency E -Enthusiasm R -Responsible for Results (Results Oriented) Therefore, teacher should not neglect any bit of information offered by anybody else even though if it is offered by their juniors in any respect provided it is reasonable, valuable, meaningful and purposeful.
CONCLUSION
Therefore, the world is too fast. Now-a-days students are also more clever than teachers in fact. As a result, each and every teacher must equip themselves to challenge the environment and they have to deliver effective teaching. Simply say, teaching is more challengeable and complex one. In order to crack the complex, each and every teacher has to derive knowledge and practice patience. We cannot compromise hard work and sincerity since teaching is a noble profession.
